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The breach of the West Bank Palestinians' right to travel by the Israeli authorities

Introduction

The right to travel and freedom of movement is one of the inherent rights for human beings enshrined in the international law since first stipulated under Article 2/13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 “Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country.”

These rights have been confirmed by a number of subsequent international conventions and covenants, notably Article 12 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, issued in 1966.
However, through close monitoring of the field, statements of Palestinian citizens, and reviewing the reports of the relevant local and international human rights organizations, it is proven that the successive Israeli governments do not pay the due attention to these international principles, resolutions and conventions. Rather, they abuse their power by controlling the crossings and borders allocated for the movement and travel of the Palestinians.

This abuse is evidenced clearly in the suffering of Palestinian citizens during their movement across the borders with Jordan through King Hussein Bridge Crossing (Al Karama crossing according to the Palestinian naming or Allenby Crossing according to the Israeli naming). This is due to the difficulty of movement, the rigid routine, frisking, humiliating the dignity of the passengers, and degrading them through obstructing their passage and deliberately delaying their crossing from and to the West Bank. Also, some of them are prevented from travelling by forcing them to return back without justification or any obvious reasons. This has been the policy since the occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip and the control of the Israeli authorities over the borders and crossings in 1967 A.D.

Despite the agreements signed between the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and Israel since 1993, there has been no significant change in relation to the freedom of movement and travel of Palestinian citizens through the crossing. Still, the suffering of the Palestinians has increased sharply and significantly since the outbreak of the second intifada on 29/09/2000, and such suffering reached its height in the summer of 2002, by reducing working hours at the crossing.

Furthermore, the problem also has been exacerbated after Israeli occupation authorities resorted to precluding the Palestinians from the West Bank (excluding Jerusalem) to travel through Israeli Airports, after they had been allowed to do so under narrow restrictions and with special permits obtained after a long time of waiting and strict administrative and security procedures.

This statement, prepared by a number of NGOs, highlights the right of movement and travel through international laws and conventions that protected such right. It includes real testimonies of the violations of such right by the Israeli authorities, especially by preventing citizens in the West Bank from traveling abroad, whether for treatment, study, work, meeting with families or for the performance of religious rituals.

**First: Al Karama crossing**

Since the West Bank was controlled by the Jordan rule after the Arab-Israeli war in 1948, while Gaza Strip was controlled by the Egyptian administration, and after 1967 war, all Palestinian territories (West Bank and Gaza Strip) have been under the direct control of the Israeli occupation which, since then, considered that all the occupied territories are closed zones and might be crossed in or out only by obtaining special prior authorization from the Israeli authorities.

In order to facilitate the movement of Palestinians in the West Bank to the other countries, after 1967, Jordan issued Jordanian passports to Palestinians residing in the West Bank, including residents of East Jerusalem. Such passports are still valid.

In 1993, the Palestinian National Authority, in accordance with “Oslo Agreement”, signed between PLO and the Israeli government, has received the partial supervision on both Rafah Crossing in the Gaza Strip and Al Karama Crossing in the West Bank. The Palestinian Authority was entitled to issue passports of Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. However, Israel remained ultimately responsible for the management of, and supervision over, the crossings.
Israel also, in accordance with the Agreement, has the right to inspect luggage of the passengers and the validity of investigation with the passengers without coordination with the Palestinian side.

**Second: The right of movement and travel under the international law and human rights conventions**

The right of human to freely move and travel is not only guaranteed by international laws; it is also derived through Israel’s obligations as an occupation force, in accordance with the International Humanitarian Law. Such law requires Israel to consider the safety and welfare of occupied territories populations and to maintain their normal life, as practical as possible.

Moreover, the right of freedom and movement is an equal right for both man and woman, without discriminations between them. This has been confirmed by a number of International Conventions, mainly the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). It has stipulated in Article No 15/4 that State Parties shall grant both man and woman the same rights concerning Law of freedom of individuals' movement and the freedom to choose their residence.

**Third: Violations of right to travel**

Facts and testimonies:

- **Facts & figures**

  The Israeli authorities constantly violate the right of West Bank Palestinians to travel by barring them from passing Al-Karama Border Crossing between the West Bank and Jordan controlled by the Israeli occupation authorities.

  Statistics made be Euro-Mid Human Rights Organization (Euro-Mid) pointed out that the people, who were prevented from travelling and forced to return back from the Crossing, has reached 83 cases a week, since the beginning of 2011 and till the date of the end of the year. This means that the Israeli authorities annually prevent more than 4000 persons of the west bank from travelling.

  In many cases, the Israeli authorities intend to carry out detentions against the travelers directly on the crossing. According to a report issued by Institution of International Solidarity for Human Rights, the Israeli occupation authorities on Al-Karama Crossing has arrested, since the beginning of 2011 till the date of this report, (14) Palestinians while trying to cross the bridge from Palestinian territories to Jordan and back. This was affirmed by the Israeli Institution “Hamoked”, concerned with rights of Palestinian citizens under occupation in the West Bank and Gaza. Hamoked mentioned in a report that sometimes it is not only prevention, but it may be followed by illegal administrative detention in the occupation jails. Such detention is renewed every 6 months according to the Israeli Intelligence request, without accusing the detained person of any charges.

  Moreover, the Palestinian travellers may encounter harassments, such as frisking, which sometimes turn to undressed humiliating search, in addition to imposing a long list of goods which are forbidden to enter the Palestinian territories. Such goods are either confiscated or destroyed when they are possessed by the Palestinian traveler. This may also be accompanied with deliberately closing the Crossing under different pretexts, such as staff strike or computers breakdown., which impels thousands of Palestinians to wait for long hours the buses in tight spaces, hot in summer and cold in winter.


All this clearly demonstrates violation of Article (3), paragraph (c) of Fourth Geneva Convention, which obligated the signing parties, Israel included, to fully commit not to assault personal dignity, especially the degrading or humiliating treatment.

Through close monitoring of case banned from travelling, it is found that the Israeli authorities aims to preclude the Palestinians from communicating with the outside world, or trying to persuade them into cooperating with their security services and giving information for the Israeli Intelligence in exchange of permitting their travelling, or even as a kind of punishment for Palestinian activists and journalists or their relatives who have been previously detained Israel. The banning decisions include former prisoners in the Israeli jails, their relatives such as their wives, sons and first-degree relatives, or even sons of people killed by the Occupation forces, as a kind of mass punishment for these families.

The Israeli authorities deliberately close the Crossing in a unilateral fashion and with many pretexts. This significantly delays and harms the travelers’ interests. However, the convention signed between the PNA and Israel concerning the working days of Al-Karama Crossing stipulates that it may be closed only for two days around the year: the first day of Al-Adha Eid (Great Bairam) and the Atonement Day.

Although the working hours of the crossing mutually agreed between Israel and Palestine states that the crossing starts at 8 AM and ends at 9 PM for the departure movement, while starts at 8 AM and ends at 12 pm. However, the Israeli authority often operates the crossing in partial and deficient way.

Meanwhile, the statistics issued by the Palestinian Police Department of Crossings and Borders indicated that the number of those who were forced to return and prevented from travelling within only one week trespasses very often 100 citizens. In 09-15/07/2011 week, the Israeli Authorities prevented 148 Palestinians from passing across Al-Karama Crossing on the pretext of “Security Reasons”. The Israeli authorities enforced them to return back to their homes in the West Bank. In the second week of November of that year (from 05 to 11 November) those who were forced to return and prevented from travelling numbered about 104 persons.

• Facts and testimonies

A group of NGOs documented abuses of Palestinians’ rights in various aspects. Some of these examples are as follow:

A report by the International Solidarity Foundation for Human Rights issued on 19/10/2011 states that the wife of Abdel Aziz Hanini, BeitDajan to the east of Nablus, who was released in the Prisoner Exchange Deal and exiled to Qatar, tried to travel to Jordan then to Qatar to meet her husband who has been detained since 28/4/1993, but she was prevented from crossing.

Israel also prevents from travelling journalists, representatives and academicians, and were forced to return back under various pretexts.

Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch and Israeli Human Rights B’Tselem organization documented that the Israeli Authorities prevented ShawanGabarim, the GM of Al-Haq Palestinian Organization, whileheading for Denmark to receive a prize awarded by PaulOrtizfoundation to his organization that participated in the EU Human Rights Forum, and attended the meeting of “Human Rights Watch” in New York.
Conclusion
The freedom of movement, travel and residence is a fundamental right for human being. Yet, that the Israeli occupation authorities continue to violate the right of Palestinians of the West Bank to travel abroad, without considering legal action and without giving reasons of prevention, which may continue for many years. Nevertheless, the Israeli authorities consider the right to defend it in various ways, including imposing restrictions on the movement of Palestinians that lead to ensure its security. These restrictions are stipulated to be necessary for real and objective security needs, and shall be determined by a period of time within the legal framework, far from pretending and abuse. However, it has been proven through field follow-up and witness testimonies that the nature of the unfair and continuing procedures to the restrictions imposed by Israel, and the grave harm caused to all life matters, shall make these restrictions a flagrant violation of all legal obligations.

On this basis, the NGOs signatory of this report stress that it is imperative for the international community and human rights institutions and international organizations to be aware of the risks of not enabling Palestinian citizens to enjoy the right to movement and travel, which requires hard work by the United Nations and relevant institutions to put pressure on Israel to comply with the provisions of International Humanitarian Law and International Human Rights Law. Also, to facilitate the travel of Palestinian citizens and not to prevent them from traveling without legal justification and fair procedures, including the prosecution of cases where violation of this right has committed, hold accountable the perpetrators of such violations, to ensure freedom of movement for people and goods, to stop isolation policy against the Palestinians and to facilitate freedom of their movement from and to the West Bank.